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You mentioned like when he interrupted my interruption.
Um, I think one kind subtle thing he did was he stepped kind
of in front of me a little bit. I feel like when I said something
that was kind of escalating the conversation, he escalated it
one further. And from there, if I do it one more time, it
becomes super blatant and awkward on my part. And like
from there, stay quiet without saying something like "Let her
speak" do this again, and then you just seem like an ass in
front of everyone. Like more than you already do.

-Anthony, Reflecting on his role-play experience

II. The Roleplay

III. The Debrief Conversation

IV. Take-Aways

I. The Setting & Methodology

Pedagogy Seminar
3 credit pedagogy seminar focused on
• Design thinking
• Equitable team interactions
Activities: readings, discussions, 
role-playing LA-student interactions

Introductory Engineering 
Design Course

Teams of 8 design over sand vehicles which 
navigate rocky terrain to  accomplish a 
mission. LAs have ~12 contact hours per week

Summary of the Role-
PlayAnthony, playing an overbearing

student, talks over Molly, cast as the
quiet student. Anthony is quick to share
his ideas, not listen to Molly's feedback
on those ideas, and dismisses Molly's
ideas. Christian plays an intervening LA.
Anthony’s ideas are not viable, whereas
Molly has more tractable ideas.

The Role-play  Setup

Christian navigates the interaction by
using both verbal and meta-linguistic
moves to block Anthony and highlight
Molly’s voice. He uses body language,
such as crossing his arms, to close off
his body from Anthony, but leaving the
side closer to Molly open. Examples can
be seen in the figure below.

• Role-playing the student can be just as valuable as playing the teacher
• Roleplay can enable deep embodied knowledge of power dynamics and 

emotions embedded in interactions
• Roleplay debrief can make visible the coupling of linguistic, metalinguistic 

and emotional qualities in interaction. 

Anthony discusses how it felt to
experience Christian’s physical
blocks. As the recipient, he felt
how body language regulated
the power dynamics within the
conversation.
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